
 

 
CASESTUDIES 
 
Prime Communications 
Prime Communications serves as one of the largest Authorized Retailers of 
AT&T products and services in the US.  Since 1999, Prime 
Communications (DBA PrimeMobile) has grown from a single location to 
over 300+ retail locations across the country. This growth has been 
accomplished by relentlessly pursuing their mission of creating a retail 
environment that provides compelling products and services along with an 
unmatched level of guest experience.  
 
Interested in improving their trade-in program to drive more sales, in February of 2013 Prime Mobile piloted 
Phobio at 3 regions of their locations.  For this launch, as for every partner, Phobio brought to bear all the tools 
possible to ensure a smooth transition and vigorous adoption of the trade-in program. 
 

§ Online Training of all their staff 
§ Automated Reports and Activity Alerts 
§ Automated Shipment Pickup 
§ Custom Collateral for display in their stores and back offices 
§ 24/7 Live Chat Support 
§ Store Manager Calls by the Phobio Accounts Team to ensure the program is performing as desired 
§ and, of course, Phobio's simple and objective pricing structure for assessing devices 

 
  

Before Phobio 
 

Through Phobio 
 

Average trades per door per month 
 

52 
 

73 
 

Average Trade-In Value  
 

$53 
 

$83 
 

Discrepancy/Adjustment rate 
 

5% 
 

1.2% 
 

 
 
By April 1st, Prime switched all of their stores to trade-ins through Phobio, and continue to be an extremely 
vibrant mobile retailer leveraging trade-ins with attach rates above 30% and 72% Phobio participation 
amongst all their Sales Reps monthly. 
 

“Prime quickly attained an attachment rate of 20% with Phobio, and we achieved 30%+ 
attachment rates nationwide (across 300+ stores) during the summer promotional period.   
Discrepancy rates in units have been low single digits.  Previously with FlipSwap, our 
attachment rates didn’t hit 10%, and discrepancies accumulated to well over six figures in 
dollar terms, within a very short period of time.” 

— Chris Larkins, West Coast President, Prime Communications 
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CASESTUDIES continued 
 
 

Prime Communications 
 
Prime has experienced continued growth throughout this time, and Phobio's simple software and methodical 
launch processes have allowed adding new locations to be a quick, seamless process as they expand their 
operations. 
 
Phobio has been an active participant in Prime's company culture attending and sponsoring corporate events 
and engaging with their leadership to ensure the Phobio Team is always aware of their concerns and can 
continually better-align Phobio’s services to their needs. 
 

“Phobio’s responsiveness has always been immediate, with extremely detailed information 
provided readily upon request.  They have also been extremely flexible when designing 
promotions to promote greater trade in percentages; and they have been immeasurably 
generous in offering inducements to our salespeople (spiffs, contests, events) to raise the 
profile of our trade-in program.  The launch, as well as every modification we’ve made to the 
program (e.g., promo values) have been immediate and absolutely flawless.  Phobio has been a 
true partner in every sense of the word.” 

— Chris Larkins, West Coast President, Prime Communications 
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CASESTUDIES continued 
 
 
Spring Mobile  
 
Spring Mobile is a leading wireless solutions retailer operating 100+ 
stores across the United States. They constantly look for ways to 
push the retail experience in a positive and consumer friendly way.   
 
Interested in improving their trade-in program to drive more sales, in 
2011 Spring Mobile piloted Phobio at 1 region of their locations.  For 
this launch, as for every partner, Phobio brought to bear all the tools 
possible to ensure a smooth transition and vigorous adoption of the 
trade-in program. 
 

§ Online Training of all their staff 
§ Automated Reports and Activity Alerts 
§ Automated Shipment Pickup 
§ Custom Collateral for display in their stores and back offices 
§ 24/7 Live Chat Support 
§ Store Manager Calls by the Phobio Accounts Team to ensure the program is performing as desired 
§ and, of course, Phobio's simple and objective pricing structure for assessing devices 

 
  

Before Phobio 
 

Through Phobio 
 

Average Attach Rate 
 

7-10% 
 

26.6% 
 

Discrepancy/Adjustment rate 
 

20-25% 
 

3-5% 
 

 
By the next quarter, Spring switched all of their stores to trade-ins through Phobio. 
 

“Spring's relationship with Phobio has been nothing short of exceptional.  They have been 
responsive, supportive and collaborative.  Perhaps their singular core competency is their 
operational integrity.  Their reporting is transparent, accurate, and very detailed.  They 
proactively identify unusual trade patterns as well as employees that are performing trades 
incorrectly.  They are able to track each trade, each employee, each location, etc.” 

— Tyler Gardiner, Director of Product Marketing, Spring Mobile 
 
Phobio has been an active participant in Spring's company culture sponsoring corporate events and engaging 
with their leadership to ensure the Phobio Team is always aware of their concerns and can continually better-
align Phobio’s services to their needs. 
 

“Phobio has been a recurring sponsor of our Presidents Club, Holiday and Annual Launch 
events by providing financial support, representation and employee incentives.” 

— Tyler Gardiner, Director of Product Marketing, Spring Mobile 
  
 


